
Rocket  DASD
Backup Supervisor 

Benefits/Features

Rocket   DASD Backup Supervisor (DBS) automates the DASD backup and recovery process by continuously 
auditing for new, deleted, renamed, or off-line volumes and automatically generates jobs to back up and 
recover the DASD volumes. The DASD volumes may be stacked on high density tape to maximize media 
utilization and/or written to multiple tapes simultaneously to help achieve your recovery time and recovery 
point objectives. 

Automate DASD backup and recovery

Reduce backup and recovery time  
Decrease DASD backup window requirements—in 
some cases cutting the backup window requirement 
in half.

Minimize backup tape utilization 
Stack backups on high-capacity media to achieve 
optimal utilization and reduce handling and vault
storage costs.  

Automated recovery 
Automatically ship recovery jobs offsite with backup 
tapes, or automatically create jobs on-site. 

Multiple backup versions 
DBS can create and recover from up to four 
duplexed backup copies.

Apply DR to open systems  
Linux and z/VM volumes as native z/OS volumes 
eliminate the need for open systems full-volume 
backup and recovery tools. 
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Do more with DASD Backup Supervisor

Cut window backup
requirements in half. 

Rocket DASD Backup Supervisor 

Reduce errors 
Reduce errors caused by incorrect definition and 
administration of raw JCL with the easy-to-use
ISPF panels.

Increase self-service for agility 
Recover datasets without calling the help desk or 
having access to DBS with an automatic command

Improve flexibility
Generate fully automatied recovery jobs for on- or 
offsite needs.

Increase backup agility 
Automate DASD backups using DFDSS, FDR or 
FDRABR and FlashCopy, SnapShot and TimeFinder. 

Optmize resources
Stack DASD volumes on high density tape or write to 
multiple tapes to better achieve recovery time and 
recovery point objectives.  

Save time
Minimize the number of required tape mounts and 
repositioning commands to reduce recovery times, 
additional steps or excessive overhead in the
backup process. 

The future won’t wait—modernize today. Learn more
Visit RocketSoftware.com

Reduce the need to
purchase more tools.

Save time and money
with automation.
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